
Hegel and the Idea of 
the Dialectic

Week 12.     27th March 2017
Legacies of Hegel



Class recap

• Introduce Hegel’s politics of human freedom in 
the Philosophy of Right

• Identify his dialectical progress of freedom from 
minimal abstraction to abstract right

• Evaluate his arguments for free will, choice and 
right

• Discuss Hegel in a broader context of political 
philosophers on freedom and self-determination



Class aims

• Identify the aims, context and central arguments of 
the Lectures on the Philosophy of History

• Distinguish the three stages of Hegel’s aesthetics

• Evaluate Hegel’s dialectic and his core concepts

• Reflect on what you’ve learned from Hegel and his 
remarkable vision of human freedom



The Philosophy of Right

‘an inner indignation against the rich, 
against society, against the government’

‘the state is no ideal work of art; it stands 
on earth and so in the sphere of caprice, 
chance, and error, and bad behaviour 
may disfigure it in many respects’

‘a human being counts as a human being 
in virtue of his humanity, not because he 
is a Jew, Catholic, Protestant, German, 
Italian, etc.’ 



Recap: Aim of Philosophy of Right
• Concerned with the objective conditions of human freedom, 

understood as self-determination in thought.

• Hegel’s philosophy is concerned with the true character of being, 
with the underlying assumption that thought is capable of 
understanding on its own, a priori, the true character of being. 

• Philosophy is therefore not an empirical comprehension of 
nature and human life, but…

• Instead discovers (and is able to discover) the fundamental 
character of being through examining the concept of being itself. 



Recap: The rabble
• Civil society leads dialectically to poverty, because a society maximising the 

free production and exchange of goods inevitably produces more than it 
can consume, and overproduction leads to redundancies. 

• Poverty produces a state of alienation and indignation, creating a ‘rabble’ 
animated by ‘an inner indignation against the rich, against society, against 
the government’ (§244 Addition). 

• But through corporations – as well as welfare for the poor, exporting excess 
goods, sending people overseas and creating new jobs – these guild-like 
associations of workers can foster an explicit concern for the welfare of 
others in the same trade, and regulate the production of goods (§252). 

• Thus economic activity and poverty dialectically leads to cooperation. Marx 
would differ in attributing wage labour, rather than overproduction, to this.



Recap: Ethical life
• Ethical life takes freedom and the good as realised in the laws and 

institutions around us, not merely in inner conscience or moral conviction.

• In ethical freedom, we are only free when we are law-abiding participants 
in the institutions of civil society, the state, and family life. 

• This involves an acceptance if not submission to existing customs – all that 
one need do in the ethical community is ‘follow the well-known and 
explicit rules of his own situation’ (§150 Remark). 

• The ethical will holds that the laws and institutions of the state are 
objectively good and accepts them (not merely subjectively assented to); 
indeed the subject ‘bears witness to them as to its own essence’ (§147). 

• For the ethical will, these laws and institutions are the necessary 
realisation of its own freedom and flourishing. It trusts, and is at home, in 
the world, unlike the moral will. 



Recap: Hegel on the state
• It is based in part on Britain, France, the Netherlands and Prussia, but no 

one state corresponds and Hegel doesn’t argue as such. 

• Elements of some match ethical life but many are not rational or free (!) 

• The ‘state is no ideal work of art; it stands on earth and so in the sphere of 
caprice, chance, and error, and bad behaviour may disfigure it in many 
respects’ (§258 Addition).

• The state enables us to realise our freedom, collectively.

• The PoR ends with human freedom, the ‘actualisation of the universal 
spirit’ (§342), and the ‘activity of the world-spirit’ (§344) 

• Such a spirit is not an otherworldly, cosmic consciousness, but ‘simply 
humanity coming to an ever clearer understanding of its own freedom and 
transforming the social and political world in the process’ (Houlgate). 





Lectures on the Philosophy of History

‘That world history is governed by an ultimate 
design, that it is a rational process... this is a 
proposition whose truth we must assume; its 
proof lies in the study of world history itself, 
which is the image and enactment of reason.’

‘we must first of all know what the ultimate 
design of the world really is, and secondly, we 
must see that this design has been realized and 
that evil has not been able to maintain a 
position of equality beside it’



The Philosophy of History
• Lectures on the Philosophy of World History is a 

posthumous work (1837), edited out of Hegel’s own 
lecture notes and those of his students

• Follows lectures at Uni. Berlin 1822, 1828 and 1830

• Its Introduction is most often read, outlining three kinds 
of history (original, reflective, philosophical)

• Applies the dialectic to world history: history (like politics 
of freedom, logic, and consciousness) follows the 
dictates of reason, and reflects the development of 
absolute spirit

• ‘World history... represents the development of the 
spirit's consciousness of its own freedom and of the 
consequent realization of this freedom.’



Philosophy of History

• Take a look at the excerpt, and in groups discuss…

•What does Hegel mean by spirit? (pp. 400-1)

•How does he claim that Germanic spirit is more developed 
than Oriental, Greek and Roman sorts? (pp. 402-3)

•What is the significance of the ‘great individuals of world 
history’ like Caesar, Napoleon and Alexander? (pp. 409-13) 



Further notes on Philosophy of History
• Three forms of historical method: original history, written during the period; 

reflective history, written after, and further broken down into universal 

history, pragmatic, critical and specialised methods; and philosophic history, 

using a priori philosophical thought to interpret history as a rational process. 

• Hegel is interested in the last, claiming reason rules history, and the 

substance of world history is Reason, with all history caused by a rational 

process. 

• Reason is self-sufficient, depending on nothing outside its laws; and 

infinitely powerful, by nature seeking to actualise its laws in the world. 

• God’s plan for human nature is indeed knowable, through philosophy, and 

history is guided by rational Geist.



Further notes on Philosophy of History
• Typically, Hegel is not clear how this ‘God’ is to be understood, or how 

reason can actually and necessarily actualise its laws in the world

• This guidance of Reason has three aspects mapped in the Introduction: the 
first refers to Geist itself, whose central principle is rational freedom, the 
only true freedom for him, which Geist realises in the world through human 
history. 

• The second aspect is humanity, the means which Geist actualises itself in the 
world, and is the subjective element (e.g. human interests and passions), 
then combined with universal principles. 

• The third is the union of the subjective particular and objective universal, 
which occurs in the form of the State – the material in which universal Geist 
realises itself.



Further notes on Philosophy of History

• The remainder of the Introduction accounts for the course of 
history, through which Geist transforms itself through 
historical events. 

• This is a continual process, with even more perfect states, 
uniting these two elements, being destroyed by Geist to arise 
in another, stronger form. 

• Ultimately Geist drives human history to realise itself in self-
conscious, rational freedom.



Hegel’s Aesthetics

• Like the Philosophy of History, the Lectures on 
Aesthetics (1837) is another posthumous collection 
of lecture and student notes

What features might his theory of fine art 
possess?



Hegel’s Aesthetics

• Art gives expression to spirit’s understanding of itself

• Unlike philosophy and religion, spirit’s self-
understanding – i.e. the true nature of freedom – is 
sensuously expressed and made beautiful in objects, 
purposefully made

• The purpose of art is to allow us to contemplate and 
enjoy images of our own spiritual freedom

• Its beauty is in how it expresses this freedom

• Art therefore enables us to bring to mind truth about 
ourselves, and become aware of who we truly are



Hegel’s Aesthetics

• ‘Now when truth in this its external existence is 
present to consciousness immediately, and with 
the concept remains immediately in unity with its 
external appearance, the Idea is not only true but 
beautiful. Beauty is determined as the sensible 
shining of the Idea’



The Beautiful Ideal

• The Beautiful Ideal is the expression or ‘shining’ of 
‘the Idea’, i.e. a fully developed, concrete, conceptual 
truth

• Surveys art in terms of ‘inwardness’, staged from 
architecture, sculpture, painting, music, poetry

• In the Lectures, Hegel first outlines the universal 
aspects of this ideal, then historical particular stages

1. Symbolic Art (everything before Classical Greek)

2. Classical Art (sensuous, visible)

3. Romantic Art (transcends, inward, mirroring world-
historical development of Christianity)



Rounding up on Hegel



• The Absolute:

• The Dialectic:

• Geist: 

• Negation:

• Sublation:

• In itself:
For itself:

• the actual knowledge of what truly is; what is complete, self-
contained, all-encompassing

• The development of thought through identifying and resolving its 
internal contradictions.

• Spirit or mind. Incorporating individual minds (subjective); culture, 
customs and laws (objective); art, religion and philosophy (absolute). 
All forms of spirit are rational, constituted by thought and self-
consciousness.

• Opposing; defining something by what it is not
• Overcome yet retaining what is negated as thought progresses.

• Potential, implicit, unreflective, mere potentiality.
Reflective, explicit, self-comprehending.



Rounding up

• What have you learned from studying Hegel’s dialectical method over 
the course?

• Does such a singular vision of human freedom, self-determination 
and the inherently rational nature of the world still have a place in a 
more sceptical, cosmopolitan world?

• Please take five minutes to fill out the course feedback form. If there’s 
any suggestions or courses you would like to see taught at Mary Ward 
Centre in the coming terms too, do write them down



‘the astonishing stroke of Hegel, 
who … dared to teach that species 
of concepts develop out of each 
other’ 
– Nietzsche, The Gay Science

‘Hegel ... destroyed the illusion of 
the subject’s being-in-itself and 
showed that the subject is itself an 
aspect of social objectivity.’
- Adorno, Lectures on Negative 
Dialectics

‘If I were to say that the so-called 
philosophy of this fellow Hegel is a 
colossal piece of mystification which 
will yet provide posterity with an 
inexhaustible theme for laughter at 
our times, that it is a pseudo-
philosophy paralyzing all mental 
powers, stifling all real thinking, and, 
by the most outrageous misuse of 
language, putting in its place the 
hollowest, most senseless, 
thoughtless, and, as is confirmed by its 
success, most stupefying verbiage, I 
should be quite right.’

- Arthur Schopenhauer, On the Basis of 
Morality (1840)









Dialectical stages of consciousness
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Rounding up on Hegel
• A systematic attempt to analyse the workings of human freedom –

self-determination in thought – in many forms

• Absolute knowledge reached when mind realises that what it seeks to 
know is itself.

• Reality is constituted by mind, but at first mind doesn’t realise this, 
and instead sees it as something independent and alien to it

• It seeks objective knowledge of reality, but fails because it 
misconceives reality as separate from it.

• The dialectic supplies a model of how thought becomes concrete and 
determinate, through internally and immanently discovering then 
sublating its contradictions



A new era of freedom
• Phenomenology: ‘It is not difficult to see that ours is a time of birth 

and transition to a new era. Spirit has broken with the world it has 
hitherto inhabited and imagined, and stands prepared to submerge it 
in the past and in the labour of its own transformation.’

• Science of Logic: the ‘new spirit which has arisen in science no less 
than in actuality’. 

• A new spirit and consciousness of freedom and self-determination is 
being realised in society, politics, aesthetics and philosophy

• This freedom is founded on our consciousness of being free and self-
determining…

• We let the idea of freedom develop itself dialectically – and this is 
itself a process of “free self-determination”



Idealism, an overview
• Human consciousness succeeds when it realises that reality is its own 

creation, and that there is no beyond. It knows reality as directly and 
immediately as it knows itself. 

• Individual minds are aspects of an inherently universal, rational mind. 

• Our reason is in perceiving the universality of reason, by becoming 
aware of the rational, universal nature of our own intellects.

• Absolute knowledge is thus ‘mind knowing itself in the shape of 
mind’. 

• It is achieved when a given mind i.e. Hegel’s (!) recognises that the 
nature of reality is its own creation.



What has Hegel tried to show?

• A presuppositionless and speculative philosophy, the perspective 
from which ‘Science’ can begin

• Philosophy is not the product of the philosopher’s mind – rather, 
philosophy understands the world to be immanently structured by 
reason, which is absolute

• The world is the work of the rationality we know at work in ourselves.

• Through philosophy, being is no longer a mere postulate of 
consciousness but known as actual, a ‘free actuality’, but also one 
which is identical in form to human reason and thought. 

• Through uniting consciousness with its object, consciousness 
becomes speculative thought, in which ‘being is known to be the pure 
Concept in its own self, and the pure Concept to be true being’.



‘The buds have the tree implicit within them and contain the tree’s 
whole strength, although they are not yet the tree itself. The tree 
corresponds in detail to the simple image of the bud. If the body 
does not match the soul, it is a poor sort of thing. The unity of 
determinate existence and the concept, of body and soul, is the 
Idea.’ – Philosophy of Right

‘The bud disappears when the blossom breaks through, and we 
might say that the former is refuted by the latter; in the same way 
when the fruit comes, the blossom may be explained to be a false 
form of the plant’s existence, for the fruit appears as its true nature 
in place of the blossom. The ceaseless activity of their own inherent 
nature makes these stages moments of an organic unity, where 
they not merely do not contradict one another, but where one is as 
necessary as the other; and constitutes thereby the life of the 
whole.’– Phenomenology of Spirit



‘Each of the parts of philosophy is a philosophical 
whole, a circle rounded and complete in itself. In each 
of these parts, however, the philosophical Idea is 
found in a particular specificality or medium. The 
single circle, because it is a real totality, bursts through 
the limits imposed by its special medium, and gives 
rise to a wider circle. The whole of philosophy in this 
way resembles a circle of circles. The Idea appears in 
each single circle, but, at the same time, the whole 
Idea is constituted by the system of these peculiar 
phases, and each is a necessary member of the 
organisation.’ – The Lesser Logic 



Class recap

• Identify the aims, context and central arguments of 
the Lectures on the Philosophy of History

• Distinguish the three stages of Hegel’s aesthetics

• Evaluate Hegel’s dialectic and his core concepts

• Reflect on what you’ve learned from Hegel and his 
remarkable vision of human freedom



Hegel in all

• Thank you everyone for your hard work and diligence
over the term. Hegel is an extremely difficult 
philosopher and I have been so impressed by our 
dialectical progress

• Next term is a new course, ‘Mind and Machine’, 
running for 12 weeks on Mondays at 15:30, beginning 
on Monday 8th May

• If you have any further questions or would like to 
discuss Hegel or other philosophical matters further, 
it’d be a pleasure to continue correspondence: 
dan.taylor@marywardcentre.ac.uk

mailto:dan.taylor@marywardcentre.ac.uk

